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Gibbons Swore By God On Their
First Night In Prison The
gibbons seemed to get off easy.
When those gawky, little
creatures are born into the world,
they usually make a bad first
impression. But that wasn't the
case for the gibbons residing in a
very special zoo in Germany.
The baby gibbons seemed to
have no trouble adapting to their
new surroundings, or at least
that's what a spokesman for the
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zoo would like us to believe. Of
course, what really happened is
that the young gibbons had been
raised in captivity, and were now
ready to meet the real world. Is
he going to be OK? According to
the spokesman, the small
creatures started acting shy and
fearful when they first met the
zoo's visitors, but as time went
on, they started frolicking around
and "dancing on the cages",
although they did manage to
settle down a bit. Well, if the
gibbons' trip to the zoo was
anything to go by, they weren't
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the only animals who had a rough
start in life. In case you didn't
know, gibbons are the
"manimals" who "show their
appreciation for their mother" by
"swearing by god", though this
time the swearing took place
inside a zoo, which only makes it
seem like gibbons just love to get
arrested. Either way, the zoo
admitted that the gibbons took
their role "seriously", and even
tried to start a second swearing
session "in case they didn't get
the message".April 4, 2012
(Source: Corvus Energy) — Now
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that the Carbon Tax has failed in
the Senate, and the replacement
plan for an increase in the fuel
tax instead has passed, the best-
case scenario for the oil industry
in the U.S. is being put off in the
proverbial “woodshed.” The gold
standard for longer-term tax
policies in the U
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can I pass a string to a Python

subprocess.check_output() call in
Mac OS X? I'm trying to use

subprocess.check_output to run a
clang-format on a file, but clang-
format complains that it does not
understand the standard input as
a command-line argument. To

get around this problem, I would
like to pass it a string that

contains the name of the file. I've
tried a variety of string

representations, but if I try the
Unicode string "x" the Unicode
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string "x" with the byte string
representation for Unicode,

b'string' the byte string
representation of the Unicode
string 'b'string' the string-style

byte string representation of the
Unicode string 'b'string', b'string'

then the call works fine. How
should I format a string so that

clang-format will understand it?
A: Use an actual encoded string.
Python uses Unicode internally,

and you can encode a string
containing non-ASCII or non-

UTF-8 characters and pass it to
subprocess.check_output(): >>>
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print(u'\xe1\xbd\xc3\xb6') α
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